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[1] We examine the differences between observed stratospheric vertical wave reflection
and wave absorption events, which differ in that the wave-induced deceleration remains
confined to upper levels in the former. The two types of events signify two types of
stratospheric winter dynamics, associated with different downward coupling to the
troposphere. Using time-lagged composites, we find that the main factor influencing
which event will occur is the duration, in time, of the upward pulse of wave activity
entering the stratosphere from the troposphere. Short pulses accelerate the flow at their
trailing edge in the lower stratosphere while they decelerate it at upper levels, resulting in a
vertical shear reversal, and corresponding downward reflection, while long pulses
continue decelerating the vortex at progressively lower levels. The confinement of
deceleration to upper levels for short-wave–forcing pulses is also found in an idealized
model of an interaction between a planetary wave and the stratospheric vortex,
although some aspects of the wave geometry evolution, and thus vertical reflection, are not
captured realistically in the model. The results suggest that the stratospheric influence
on the type of wave interaction, in reality, is indirect, through a possible effect on the
duration of upward wave fluxes through the tropopause.
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1. Introduction

[2] The evolution of the winter stratospheric polar vortex
is governed by a complex interplay between planetary wave
forcing from below and radiative forcing. Thus the net
amount of wave activity entering the stratosphere is a
central quantity for the evolution and state of the strato-
sphere. One of the factors complicating the dynamics is the
significant influence of the stratosphere itself on the net
amount of wave activity entering it [e.g., Scott and Polvani,
2004, 2006]. A conceptually simple way in which the
stratosphere can influence the net amount of wave activity
entering it is by controlling the amount which is reflected
back down to the troposphere. Perlwitz and Harnik [2003]
(hereafter PH03) showed, from observations, that the strato-
spheric vortex reflects waves down when the jet closes off
in the upper high-latitude stratosphere (the vertical shear
becomes negative above 10 hPa). They further showed that
the northern hemisphere winter circulation can be charac-
terized as reflecting or absorbing. To show this they defined
a reflection index, U2 – 10, as the mean vertical shear
between 2–10 hPa, averaged over 58–74�N. When this
shear is negative, a turning surface for vertical propagation
is formed because of the meridional gradient of potential
vorticity becoming negative. During reflective winters (for

which the winter mean U2–10 < 0), an analysis of the time-
lagged singular value decomposition between the tropo-
sphere and stratosphere shows a peak correlation of
planetary wave 1 amplitudes, when the stratosphere leads
by a few days, indicative of downward reflection. On the
other hand, during absorptive winters (for which U2–10 > 0),
significant persistent correlations are found in the zonal mean
fields when the stratosphere leads the troposphere (Perlwitz
and Harnik [2004], hereafter PH04).
[3] PH03 found that the winter mean U2–10 interchanges

irregularly between negative and positive values, with about
equal occurrence, and that sudden stratospheric warmings
occur predominantly during positive winters. In the 90s for
example, U2–10 was mainly negative and there was a long
pause in the occurrence of sudden warmings. One implica-
tion for the downward effect of the stratosphere on the
troposphere is that the well known downward progression
in time-lagged correlations of the Northern Annular Mode
index [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001] disappears when
only reflective years are considered and is much more
striking when only absorptive years are chosen [PH04].
This suggests that there are two types of winter dynamics
(reflective and absorptive) and it raises the question of what
determines which state the stratosphere evolves to in any
given winter or time period.
[4] Planetary wave forcing from the troposphere varies

on seasonal timescales, with maximum forcing during
midwinter, but there is also much variability on shorter
timescales of 1–2 weeks. Harnik and Lindzen [2001]
examined the occurrence of downward reflection in the
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Southern Hemisphere, and found that during mid-winter,
reflection occurs intermittently, as a result of the shorter
timescale variations, while in fall, the climatological jet
structure is reflecting. The Northern Hemisphere is more
like Southern Hemisphere winter, in that reflection occurs
because of the short timescale variations of wave forcing,
when an anomalously strong wave pulse propagates upward
and decelerates the flow only in the upper stratosphere. If
the deceleration continues and extends downward, a sudden
warming typically ensues. Thus we need to find out what
determines whether deceleration remains confined to the
upper stratosphere (reflection) or whether it spreads down to
lower levels (as in a sudden warming and a downward
migration of negative Northern Annular Mode anomalies).
[5] As a clear first step in answering this question, we

compare the wave fluxes and vortex evolution during
observed Northern Hemisphere winter wave reflection and
sudden warming events (the latter representing strong wave
absorption events). Section 2 introduces the data, the analysis
methods and the definition of reflection and sudden warming
events. Section 3 presents the results, starting with examina-
tion of the shorter timescale evolution during event peaks
(section 3.1), and shows the duration of upward wave pulses
plays a central role in determining subsequent dynamics. We
then examine observed significant early time-lagged anoma-
lies, to assess the possibility of a vortex preconditioning
(section 3.2). In section 4 we examine the role of the
duration of upward pulses of wave activity in a simple
Holton-Mass type model, and we conclude in section 5.

2. Data and Analysis

[6] We use the 2.5 � 2.5 degree pressure level ERA40
data, daily averaged from 1 September to 31 March, for the
years 1979–2002 (the satellite era). We note that the results
we present here also hold when repeated on the entire
ERA40 data set (1958–2002). To identify reflection events,
we use the index defined by PH03: U2–10 = hU2hPa �
U10hPai where hUi is the zonal mean zonal wind, averaged
over 58–74�N, with a climatological seasonal cycle
removed. PH03 and PH04 found that negative seasonal or
monthly U2–10 values are a good indication of downward
reflection. An examination of U2–10 based on shorter time-
scales reveals that while negative U2–10 is a necessary
condition for reflection, it is often negative during or just
before sudden warming events. Thus, in defining a reflection
index based on U2–10, care should be taken to only look at
negative U2–10 events for which winds in the lower strato-
sphere remain strong. Thus we first find potential reflection
events, then find sudden warming events, and when relevant,
remove them from the potential reflection event dates. In
what follows, we denote refection events by REF, and sudden
warmings by SW.
[7] Potential reflection events are defined as those times

on which a 3 day running mean of U2–10 is 2 standard
deviations below its mean value for more than 3 consecutive
days. The mean and standard deviation of U2–10 are 7.6 and
10.7 (m/s change over the 8 hPa layer) respectively, so that
reflection events are defined when U2–10 < �13.8 m/s. This
value is characteristic of the negative shear found in the
reflective state of PH03. Events that are less than 3 days
apart are counted as one ifU2–10 between them is negative. A

total of 31 events were found during the time period analyzed
(for time-lagged compositing we exclude events with a
central date after 16 March). We also examined composites
based on lower standard deviation thresholds. The resulting
composites, which were based on more events but weaker in
amplitude, were qualitatively similar to those presented here,
with slightly smaller amplitudes (as expected).
[8] To identify sudden warming (SW) events (which

represent wave absorption), we adopt the definition used
in the study by Charlton and Polvani [2007], to be those
days for which the daily U(60�N, 10 hPa) becomes nega-
tive, followed by at least 10 consecutive days with positive
U values (to distinguish from final warmings). Events which
occur less than 20 days after a previous one are considered
to be a continuation of the same warming. A total of
13 events were found for the period examined (note that we
require 10 recovery days before 31 March). For time-lagged
composites, the central date is taken to be the first day on
which U(10 hPa, 60�N) becomes negative.
[9] An examination of the SW events reveals that U2–10

is generally negative during sudden warmings (there is no
reason why U(10 hPa) and U(2 hPa) � U(10 hPa) cannot
both be negative at the same time). To insure that we only
examine reflection events, we exclude from the potential
reflection events found above, those for which a sudden
warming occurs within its duration or within 2 days after its
end (12 negative U2–10 events). This yields a total of
19 reflection (REF) events. Since there is a tendency for REF
events to occur in succession, we also defined a subset of
REF events, where events occurring less than 20 days after a
previous event were discarded (referred to as REF-SEP).
This yielded a total of 14 events. As we will show shortly,
REF events, and related dynamical processes, are character-
ized by quite a short timescale (1–2 weeks). Thus there is
generally enough temporal separation between reflection
events, and for much of the results the composites of REF
and REF-SEP are very similar. We will show results from
both, as indicated.
[10] The time-lagged composites of reflection events are

based on a central event date which is defined as the day on
whichU2–10 is a minimum. Since the events are rather short-
lived, the results are not sensitive to the definition of this date.
(When a threshold value of 1 standard deviation is used, some
events consist of a few consecutive weaker upper level
decelerations. For those, we also composited things around
the first day on which U2–10 decreased below the 1 standard
deviation threshold. This yields similar composites, only
shifted earlier by 3–4 days.) Anomalies for the composites
are defined as the deviations from the climatological seasonal
cycle. To remove influences of interannual variability, we
further remove the winter mean from each winter’s anomaly
field. Statistical significance is estimated using a Monte-
Carlo approach, as follows. We randomly choose 1000
combinations of N days, N being the number of composite
members, calculate the corresponding time-lagged compo-
sites, and find the maximum, minimum, and 5th and 95th
percentile values. As expected, the resulting random data
composite maps are independent of the time lag, and have a
spatial structure similar to the standard deviation maps of the
composited field. All the results presented here have been
verified to be robust to details of the composite calculation
and event definitions. This included changing (within
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reasonable limits) the way U2–10 is defined, the way we
exclude reflection events due to a coincidence with a sudden
warming and the definition of the seasonal cycle.
[11] To get a sense of the amount of variability which

reflection events represent, also in relation to SW events, we
perform an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of
the high-latitude vortex (the meridionally averaged zonal
mean wind over high latitudes). We find that two EOFs
capture most of the vertical variations of the high-latitude
vortex (97%). SW events are related to one phase of the
leading EOF (which explains 83% of the variance), while
REF events are related to one phase of the second EOF
(which explains 14% of the variance). Thus these two types
of events describe a large part of the high-latitude vortex
variability. We note that SW are associated with much more
variance than REF events, as expected for deeper structures.
It is also possible that some of this difference in variance is
due to the different nature of these events – SW are much
more violent than reflection, which represents, in some sense,
a noninteraction between the waves and the mean flow. The
results of this analysis are presented in Appendix A.

3. Results

3.1. Event Center

[12] In this section we examine the differences between
reflection and sudden warming events, with the goal of

finding the main factors that determine which of these
events will occur following a given pulse of wave activity
into the stratosphere. Figure 1 shows the polar vortex
evolution during the two types of events, as seen in time-
lagged composites of U anomalies at 2 levels, in the upper
(5 hPa) and lower (70 hPa) stratosphere. During reflection
(REF) events, negative U anomalies develop at upper levels
around 35�N and spread poleward before strengthening, and
eventually decaying (becoming nonsignificant) at around
day +3 at high latitudes, and day +7 at lower latitudes. At
lower levels, the U anomaly pattern is reversed, with high-
latitude positive anomalies below the main deceleration
center. Comparing to SW events, those also start with a
negative U anomaly at low latitudes which spreads pole-
ward before strengthening, but the anomaly is much stron-
ger, longer lived, and extends deeper than for REF. The
significant negative zonal mean wind anomalies throughout
and beyond day +15 are consistent with other studies
which show very long persistence for SW anomalies [e.g.,
Limpasuvan et al., 2004]. We also note significant (at the
95% level) positive anomalies at days �15 – �10, in the
lower stratosphere, for both types of events (which extend
slightly higher for REF events). These early anomalies
suggest a vortex preconditioning which will be discussed
in greater detail in section 3.2.
[13] Figure 2 shows anomaly composites of the leading

terms in the transformed Eularian mean (TEM) version of

Figure 1. Latitude–time-lagged composite plots (shaded) of zonal mean wind anomaly. (a) REF at 5 hPa.
(b) REF at 70 hPa. (c) SWat 5 hPa. (d) SWat 70 hPa. Values are shown by the gray shading, which goes from
bright (negative) to dark (positive). Thick and thin contour lines (except for the zero contour, which is marked
by a thick line as well) denote values significant at the 99.9% and 95% levels, respectively. Also shown for
comparison (white contour) is the climatological wind field for the period in which reflection events occur
(December to March), scaled (by the same value at all levels) to fit the plot.
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the zonal momentum equation (e.g., equations (3.5.1)–
(3.5.3) Andrews et al. [1987]), box-averaged over the
high-latitude upper stratosphere (2–10 hPa), and the middle
to lower stratosphere (20–100 hPa). Overall, deceleration is
driven by the EP flux divergence (r � F) and opposed by
the TEM Coriolis force ( f v*), as expected from theory
[e.g., Andrews et al., 1987]. Consistent with Figure 1, the
upper and lower level patterns are opposite each other
around the REF event onset date, with lower level anomalies
being slightly less significant (r � F and f v* anomalies are
99.9% significant, while their sum (the acceleration) is
significant only at the 95% level). Compared to REF events,
the SW upper level deceleration (Figure 2b) is slightly
stronger, starts about 5 days earlier relative to event center,
and the acceleration which follows is slightly weaker than
the deceleration (giving rise to longer lived negative zonal

mean wind anomalies seen in Figure 1). Unlike REF events,
the lower level Ut pattern is similar to upper levels, only
weaker (Figure 2d).
[14] A further decomposition of r � F into the contribu-

tions from the vertical (heat flux) and meridional (momen-
tum flux) components (gray lines) shows a clear dominance
of the vertical flux for both types of events, with the
meridional component opposing the vertical one, except
during REF events in the lower stratosphere, where it
precedes the vertical flux by a few days. We note that at
high latitudes, the climatological momentum fluxes are
diverging. At lower latitudes where momentum fluxes
converge, they do drive at least half of the initial deceler-
ation pattern (not shown).
[15] The above REF pattern is suggestive of a short-lived

wave forcing, which induces deceleration at its growth

Figure 2. Time-lagged composites of the leading terms in the momentum budget equations, averaged
over the latitude range 50–80�N, for the upper stratosphere (2–10 hPa) (a) REF and (c) SW events and
lower middle stratosphere (20–100 hPa) (b) REF and (d) SW events. Shown are the deceleration (Ut(t) =
U(t) � U(t � 1), gray-filled black contour), r � F/(raecos(8)) (solid black diamonds), f v* (dashed black
circles), and the vertical (solid gray) and meridional (dashed gray) contributions to r � F/(racos(8)).
Units are m/s/day. Statistically significant values at the 99.9% and 95% levels are marked using contour
thickness. For r � F/(raecos(8)) and f v*, we marked the 99.9% by symbols.
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stage, where F(z) converges (affecting lower levels first, then
upper levels) and acceleration at its decline, where F(z)

diverges (day �5 at lower levels, compare equations
(3.5.2) and (3.6.3) of Andrews et al. [1987]). The SW
pattern, on the other hand, is consistent with a longer lived
forcing. Indeed, from comparing various other wave and
zonal mean flow composites, the most robust and signifi-
cant difference between the REF and SW events is the
relatively short duration of the upward wave activity fluxes
prior to REF events. This is shown explicitly in Figure 3,
which shows time-lagged height composites of the high-
latitude density weighted vertical EP flux (~F (z)), both
anomaly and full fields. To best highlight this result, we

present the REF-SEP composite (the REF composite shows
the same result very clearly, though not as cleanly). (This
result is very robust to all variations we tried, including
lowering the U2–10 standard deviation threshold from 2 to 1
in the definition of the REF events.) For both events, there
is an anomalously strong upward burst of wave activity at
negative time lags, followed by a strong weakening of the
fluxes (negative anomalies) at day zero. However, ~F (z) is
about twice as strong during SW, and maybe more impor-
tantly, its ‘‘source’’, as represented by the 200 hPa values, is
much longer lived prior to SW than to REF-SEP events.
During REF-SEP events, ~F(z) starts diminishing from below
before peak values are reached at upper levels, resulting in a

Figure 3. Latitude-height composites of ~F(z)(rF(z) averaged over 50–80N, weighted by cosine latitude).
(a) REF-SEP events, ~F (z) anomalies (deviation from climatology). (b) REF-SEP, total ~F(z) field. (c) SW, ~F (z)

anomalies. (d) SW total ~F (z) field. The zero contour is marked by a dashed line. Other contours, in both the
anomaly and full field plots, mark regions in which the anomaly composites are significant at the 95% (thin)
and 99.9% (thick) levels. Note that the vertical axes are stated in pressure (hPa), but their spacing is based
on height (log pressure).
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divergence of ~F(z) below 10 hPa (days �7 to 0). This is
consistent with the observed acceleration at lower levels
during REF-SEP events, and it promotes the formation of a
reflecting surface, by enhancing the formation of negative
shear in the upper stratosphere. During SW events, the
composite ~F (z) field is pretty much converging throughout
the stratosphere (consistent with Figure 2).
[16] This finding, that reflection forms as a result of the

wave pulses being very short, has a few implications. The
formation of a reflection surface can be considered as a
process which reduces the amount of wave absorption in the
stratosphere. However, we now find that reflection only
occurs when the wave source itself weakens, thus it only
amplifies a reduction in wave absorption which is ultimately
caused by a different process. Moreover, if the initial wave
pulse which sets up the reflecting surface is short-lived, it is
not obvious that there is a remaining wave to be reflected
down. We know there must be, however, from PH03, who
found a statistically significant downward propagating sig-
nal in wave number one during reflective winters (for which
U2–10 is negative). A clue can be found in Figures 3b and
3d, which shows the full ~F(z) field composites (as opposed

to anomaly composites). The full field consists of a clima-
tological seasonally varying ~F (z), which is large and positive
during mid winter, and the anomalous ~F(z) (shown in
Figures 3a and 3c). We see that the climatological flux is
large enough to keep the total fluxes at 200 hPa positive
throughout the REF event. It is this climatological flux
which is then reflected down by the reflecting surface.
[17] To verify that the differences in ~F(z) composites are

not dominated by a few uncharacteristic extreme events, we
further calculate, for each REF, REF-SEP, and SW event,
the 10–100 hPa layer mean ~F(z) divergence (using the full
field, rather than anomalies), averaged over the 5 days
leading to the event central date, and plot the histogram
normalized by the total number of events (which yields a
probability distribution function, pdf) in Figure 4. Though
on the basis of a small number of events (19, 14 and 12 for
REF, REF-SEP and SW respectively), the histograms are
nicely distributed around a central value. Moreover, ~F (z)

divergence is generally larger during REF and REF-SEP
events (around zero values) and is negative during SW
events. To estimate the statistical significance of these
differences, we also chose 1000 random sets of event central

Figure 4. Probability distribution function (histogram divided by total number of events) of ~F(z),
averaged over time lags �4:0 days for REF (solid), REF-SEP (solid diamonds), and SW (dashed). For
reference, we also show the 10–90% percentile region (shading), estimated by calculating the pdfs of
1000 random samples of 12, 14, and 19 events (the number of SW, REF-SEP, and REF events,
respectively), calculating percentile statistics for each of these samples, and taking the maximal 10–90%
range based on the three.
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dates (chosen from December to March) and calculated the
height-time mean ~F (z) divergences and corresponding pdfs.
The gray shading marks the 10th and 90th percentile values
of the 1000 pdfs. We see that the ~F(z) divergence during
REF events is indeed significant, while the large ~F(z)

convergence during SW events is only marginally signifi-
cant (unsurprising, for such a small sample). Nonetheless,
the calculation shows that the shorter duration of upward EP
flux forcing found in REF composites is not due to a few
uncharacteristic extreme events.

3.2. Possible Vortex Preconditioning

[18] In the previous section we examined the most
significant features of the composites, which occur around
the event central date. We note, however, that there are also
signs in the data of significant anomalies at quite long
negative time lags. This can be seen in Figure 1 which
shows significant (at the 95% level) U anomalies for REF
events at time lags �15: �10 days, at 70 hPa, poleward of
50�N, and slightly earlier and at higher latitudes at 5 hPa, as
well as significant anomalies for SW during those times at
70 hPa. These anomalies could suggest an indirect strato-
spheric influence on the occurrence of REF and SW events,
through a vortex preconditioning. A possible precondition-
ing might be due to a tendency of waves to propagate higher
up, and interact more strongly with the mean flow (leading
either to a REF or a SW event), when the vortex is strong at
high latitudes. Significant positive early time anomalies
could, on the other hand, simply reflect the fact that by
choosing to average over the times when the vortex is
weakest, we necessarily remove these states from early
times in the composites (though note that the REF compos-
ite does not include SW events, and vice verse). In the
following section we will examine the early time anomalies,
to determine whether they reflect a real tendency, and
whether there is a difference at early times between REF
and SW events. We note that a strengthening and poleward
contraction of the polar vortex prior to sudden warming has
been noted and examined in quite a few studies before [e.g.,
McIntyre, 1982; Limpasuvan et al., 2004, and references
therein].
[19] An examination of zonal mean wind composites for

long negative time lags reveals significant positive wind
anomalies as early as �55 days, which weaken slowly (so
that the anomalies are still positive for a long time), up to
the abrupt REF and SW event weakening. We note that
Limpasuvan et al. [2005], in their study of vortex intensi-
fication events, found a similar behavior of a slow onset and
fast decay (opposite to the fast onset and slow decay of
negative anomalies during sudden warmings), even though
in that study the composites were centered around the peak
intensification times, rather than around the peak decelera-
tion times.
[20] To get a better sense of whether the early positive

anomalies arise from a few extreme events or from a general
tendency of all events, we also calculate the daily histo-
grams (e.g. the histogram of the 19 values at day �5 of the
19 REF events) of vortex strength and upward EP flux
anomalies, for the time range �55: 15 days. The resulting
pdf–time lag plots (not shown) suggest there are three main
periods, a very early period (lags �55: 36 days) where the
vortex is clearly anomalously strong, an early period (lags

�35: �10 days) where the vortex is still anomalously
strong but less so, and the active event period (�5: 0)
where the vortex is weak and the upward EP fluxes are
anomalously strong. The corresponding pdfs of U and F(z)

anomalies, averaged over these three time periods are
shown in Figure 5, for REF, REF-SEP and SW events.
The vortex strength is measured by the anomalous zonal
mean wind, averaged over 30–80�N, 100–5 hPa, and the
upward EP flux anomaly is averaged over 30–80�N, and
chosen at 30 hPa. (The results at 30 hPa are representative
of F(z) at a range of altitudes (about 70–10 hPa), though at
early time lags, the anomalies are not as clear lower down.)
For reference, we also show the estimated 10th–90th
percentile range, based on the pdfs of 1000 randomly
chosen sets of event dates (as in Figure 4). The vortex is
clearly anomalously strong at very early time lags (�55:
�36 days, Figure 5a), more so preceding SW events than
REF events. This is true of the vast majority of events, as is
clear from the comparison between the composite pdfs and
the random pdfs’ spread range. We next examine whether
the anomalously strong vortex is due to anomalously weak
upward fluxes. We find that the F(z) pdfs (plot b), which are
very similar for REF and SW events, and are only slightly
shifted to anomalously negative values relative to the
random sample. At smaller negative time lags (�35:
�10), the F(z) pdfs (plot d), which are again very similar
for REF and SW. are anomalously strong (the pdf curves are
at the upper end of the gray shading for positive values)
suggesting the vortex should weaken during this period, and
indeed, the wind pdf (plot c) shows that while the vortex is
still anomalously strong, it is less so than at earlier time
lags. For comparison, we also present the pdfs during the
event active period (days �5: 0). As expected, these show
very clear anomalies in both U and F(z), with the SW
anomalies being stronger than REF for both fields. We note
that REF and REF-SEP are very similar for all fields. Also,
while there is a clear difference in vortex strength for SW
and REF events during all time periods, the differences in
the distributions of upward EP fluxes only occur very close
to the event central date. Its possible that the vortex
structure at early times has an effect on the efficiency of
upward propagation of strong wave forcing pulses, however,
since both events are characterized by an early anomalously
strong vortex, it is hard to pinpoint specific features which
lead to subsequent differences.

4. Dependence on the Duration of Upward Wave
Pulse in a Holton-Mass Model

[21] In this section, we use an idealized wave–mean flow
interaction model to see if we can capture the observed
effect of the duration of wave forcing pulses on the
corresponding wave-induced deceleration pattern. We use
the model of Holton and Mass [1976], which is a quasi-
geostrophic (QG) b plane channel model of wave–mean
flow interaction, in which a single zonal wave number
forced from below, propagates vertically on a zonally
symmetric mean flow, and modifies it. The mean flow
evolves because of the convergence of wave fluxes (only
the vertical EP flux component exists in this model), with
radiative forcing relaxing the flow back to the initial state.
The model is described in Appendix B. Figure 6a shows the
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Figure 5. (a, c, e) Pdfs of average high-latitude stratospheric vortex strength anomaly (U(50–80�N,
100–5 hPa) and (b, d, f) extratropical (30–80�N) upward EP flux anomaly at 30 hPa , for REF (solid),
REF-SEP (solid diamonds), and SW (dashed) events, calculated daily for each time lag and averaged
over three time lag periods: for Figures 5a and 5b, �55:�36 days; Figures 5c and 5d, �35:�10 days; and
Figures 5e and 5f, �5:0 days. Also shown are the 10–90% percentile region (shading), estimated as in
Figure 4.
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radiative equilibrium state (Ue) to which we relax the
model, along with the relaxation timescale, used both for
the mean flow and the waves.
[22] We force the model with a single pulse of stationary

wave number 1, by specifying the wave geopotential height
at the bottom surface (Fbot). We vary the timescale of the
pulse from 5 to 75 days, once keeping the peak amplitude
fixed (run series R1), and once keeping the total forced
wave activity fixed (

R
jFbotj2dt = const, run series R2).

Figures 6b–6d show the time-varying forcing amplitude
(thick solid curve) and time-height contours of the zonal
mean wind U, for the shortest forcing pulse run which is the
same in both run sets (plot b), and the longer forcing pulse
runs of R1 and R2 (plots c, d respectively). Comparing plot
b to plots c, d shows the effect of pulse length, while
comparing plots c and d shows the effect of pulse ampli-
tude. The dashed line marks the zonal mean wind minimum.
Following this line we see that deceleration starts from the
top and propagates downward, and that it lasts longer and
reaches lower down, as the pulse length in increased. This is

consistent with the observational analysis of the previous
section. Also shown, in shading, is the contribution of the

vertical EP flux component to the deceleration (1r
@F zð Þ
@z ),

with the lighter shading denoting deceleration stronger
than 10 m/s/day and darker shading denoting acceleration
larger than 1 m/s/day. (We note that the deceleration
pattern is strongest above about 40 km where the New-
tonian damping is strongest. The wave driven accelera-
tion, on the other hand, is mostly due to the transience of
the pulse, hence it is much weaker.) We see acceleration
just below the peak deceleration, during the short pulse
event (plot b), which is consistent with the wave source
already starting to shut off by the time the wave packet
reaches the upper stratosphere and decelerates the flow
there. On the other hand, the longer pulses are still in
their growing phase when the upper level deceleration
starts, so we do not see a lower level acceleration during
the event peak. This supports our observational-based
hypothesis that short-wave pulses lead to the formation
of a reflecting surface. Comparing Figures 6c and 6d, we

Figure 6. (a) Radiative equilibrium zonal mean wind profile (solid, m/s) and the radiative damping
timescale (dashed, days) of the Holton-Mass model runs (see text for details). (b) Time-height plot of the
zonal mean wind (contours; contour interval, 10 m/s), for the short (5 days) wave pulse, shown in terms
of geopotential height amplitude (thick solid line, units of 10 m), shifted by 12.5 (the lowest model level)
to fit the plot. Also shown is the line of minimum winds (thick dashed) and r � F (bright and dark gray
shading for decelerations stronger than �10 m/s/day and acceleration above 1 m/s/day). (c) Same as in
Figure 6b but for a forcing timescale of 40 days, and same maximum amplitude. (d) Same as in Figure 6c
but with the time integrated forced wave activity density (

R
Fbot
2 dt) as in Figure 6b.
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see that wave amplitude also affects the level to which
downward propagation reaches. This suggests differences
in wave forcing amplitude also contribute to the observed
differences between REF and SW events (forcing prior to
SW is stronger, as seen in Figure 3).
[23] The above runs were done to test the hypothesis that

the deceleration remains confined to the upper stratosphere
when the forcing pulse is short. There are two parts to our
claim: first, when the forcing is short-lived, the deceleration
does not have time to reach lower levels. Our model results
clearly support this part. The second part suggests that when
the forcing is short, there is a region in the stratosphere
where the upward EP fluxes are diverging (the pulse trailing
edge), resulting in acceleration and a further enhancement
of the negative vertical shear. While there is evidence for

this in our model, the magnitude of lower level acceleration
is weak compared to the upper level deceleration – the
lower stratospheric wind anomaly is about 1

10
the magnitude

of the upper stratospheric wind anomaly in the model,
compared to about 1

3
in observations (e.g., Figures 1 and

6). Thus, without examining the wave geometry explicitly,
it is not certain that the wave-induced acceleration pattern
really leads to wave reflection in our model, during the short
pulse runs.
[24] To have a reference, we first examine the observed

wave geometry of the zonal mean flow during REF events.
This was done for the Northern Hemisphere by PH03, but
only for seasonal or monthly mean flows. Wave geometry is
the characterization of the mean flow in terms of regions of
wave propagation/wave evanescence (where the mean flow

Figure 7. The total field, lag 0, REF composite of (a) U, (b) 1
a
q8, and (c) vertical wave number mz,

calculated from the observations. In Figure 7c, only vertical wave propagation regions (real mz) are
shaded, with the vertical turning surface (mz = 0) denoted by a thicker gray line, and zero U and qy
surfaces are plotted in thick solid and dashed lines respectively. (d–f) Same as in Figures 7a to 7c but for
REF-1SD (events defined based on a 1 standard deviation U2–10 index). In Figures 7a, 7b, 7d, and 7e, the
light and dark shadings are the 95% and 99.9% significance levels, respectively (calculated from the
corresponding anomaly composites); negative values are dashed, and the zero line is thick. Note that only
the observations domain is shown, although the model used to calculate m(z)

2 extends higher.
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supports/does not support vertical or meridional propaga-
tion of waves with a specific zonal wave number and phase
speed). The main quantity in this context is the index of
refraction squared, Nref

2 . A positive Nref
2 indicates wave

propagation, while a negative Nref
2 indicates wave evanes-

cence. In the real atmosphere waves propagate both merid-
ionally and vertically. To examine propagation in the
vertical direction, we isolate the vertical part of Nref

2 , using
the vertical wave number diagnostic (m(z)

2 ) developed in the
study by Harnik and Lindzen [2001] (described briefly in
Appendix C). In analogy to Nref

2 , a positive (negative) vertical
wave number squared indicates vertical wave propagation
(evanescence). For stationary waves with zero zonal phase
speed, the leading term in Nref

2 and inm(z)
2 is the ratio between

the meridional gradient of potential vorticity, 1
a
q8, and the

zonal mean wind (see equation (C1)). When this ratio is
negative, Nref

2 and m(z)
2 are generally negative too. Of

particular importance are critical surfaces, where Nref
2 and

m(z)
2 become singular due to a vanishing of the zonal mean

wind, and turning surfaces, where m(z)
2 vanishes, due for

example to 1
a
q8 becoming small or negative. Waves will

break and get absorbed in the mean flow when reaching a
critical surface while they will get reflected at a turning
surface.
[25] Figure 7 shows REF composites of the full U and

1
a
q8 fields from observations, with the statistically signifi-

cant regions shaded (calculated from the corresponding
anomaly composites). We see the clear region with negative
vertical shear in the upper stratosphere, with a zero wind
line forming in the high-latitude stratosphere at around
42 km (Figure 7a), within a region of negative 1

a
q8 which

extends slightly below the zero wind line poleward of 50�N
(Figure 7b). For both fields, the zero lines occur within the
statistical significance regions. The corresponding m(z)

2

composite shows a clear turning surface forming at around
35 km (Figure 7c, gray line at the edge of the shaded
region). Also shown in Figures 7d, 7e, and 7f are the
composites of REF events based on a lower U2–10 threshold
of one standard deviation (REF-1SD, we note that all the
results shown for REF events also hold for REF-1SD). We
see again a negative 1

a
q8 region forming (Figure 7d), along

with a turning surface (Figure 7f), but with no critical
surface, indicating this is only a feature of the stronger
deceleration events. We note that this configuration of a
critical surface forming above a turning surface will theo-
retically over-reflect waves approaching it from below
[Lindzen, 1988; Harnik and Heifetz, 2007].
[26] We now turn back to the Holton-Mass model, and

examine it for evidence of downward reflection. Figure 8a
shows the time integrated upward EP flux, F(z), divided by
the time integrated theoretical value of F(zz), for an upward
propagating pure plane wave, as a function of pulse length,
for the two run sets. The theoretical value is calculated
assuming the mean flow is constant with height using the
values at the lowest level. Since the actual EP flux is a
combination of upward and downward propagating compo-
nents (in a WKB sense), we expect the time integral of this
quantity to be small for downward reflected waves, and on
the order of 1 for upward propagating waves. We note that
our forcing, via wave amplitude, does not set the upward EP
flux, which depends on the vertical phase tilt. Rather, this is
determined as part of the solution, and is affected by the

forcing and the mean flow state in a complex, nonlinear
manner [Esler and Scott, 2005]. Indeed, this ratio is smallest
for short pulses, increases quite rapidly with pulse duration
from 0.4 to around 1.2, and it saturates for pulses longer
than about 20 days. In addition, the forcing amplitude does
not affect this ratio too much (compare R1 and R2). This
suggests that indeed, for short enough pulses, we get
downward reflection, which results in a reduction of the
net amount of wave activity entering the stratosphere.
[27] We next examine the mean flow wave geometry and

wave structure during the short-pulse model runs, for
evidence of downward reflection. Since our model is in
Cartesian coordinates, and is separable in latitude and
height, the expression for index of refraction squared is
slightly different than for the observations, and is denoted
by ~Nr

2. The exact expression and its relation to Nref
2 is

described in Appendix C. We use the vertical profile of wave
geopotential height phase, as an indication of the wave
propagation direction, with a decrease of wave phase with
height indicating net downward propagation. For clarity, we
only show the wave phase in regions where the wave
amplitude exceeds a certain value. Figure 8b shows U and
qy at two times, before and during the peak deceleration, for
the short pulse run of Figure 6b, while Figure 8c shows the
corresponding ~Nr

2 and wave phase structure during these
times. The dashed lines represent the initial state, while the
solid lines represent the peak of the deceleration event. We
see that both U and qy become negative in the upper
stratosphere during the deceleration event, but unlike the
observations, U becomes negative lower down than qy. This
means that a critical surface forms below a turning surface,
evident as a positive-below-negative spike dipole in ~Nr

2 at
around 47–50 km (note that the critical surface falls
between model grid points so that ~Nr

2 is finite). Examining
the wave phase structure, we see that initially the wave
phase increases with height throughout the domain, consis-
tent with upward wave propagation. During the peak
deceleration, however, the phase decreases with height in
a small region below 30 km. Since there is no turning
surface in this run, this decrease with height could indicate
partial reflection from the minimum ~Nr

2 region at around
60 km. Indeed, this phase decrease with height only occurs
when this minimum in ~Nr

2 forms. This is consistent with the
smaller EP flux ratio of Figure 8a, but this ratio might be
due to some complex wave–mean flow evolution near the
critical surface, rather than simple downward reflection.
[28] To try and force the model to behave more like the

observations, where a turning surface forms (with the zero
wind line forming above the zero qy line), we decrease the
wave forcing by half, and increase the radiative equilibrium
wind profile by 10 m/s, calling this run set R3. We expect
this to raise the zero wind line. (We note that Giannitsis and
Lindzen [2009], in an idealized wave–mean flow model of
the stratosphere, found that the mean flow evolution, in
particular, whether a critical surface or turning surface
forms, is sensitive to the magnitude of the initial zonal
mean wind.) The results are shown in plots d, e. We see that
although the zero wind line has moved up by about 20 km,
the zero qy line moved up too, so that now they are roughly
the same height. Nonetheless, this is sufficient to form a
reflecting surface, where ~Nr

2 = 0, at around 60 km (note that
~Nr
2 can becomes zero when qy is small, provided U is large
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Figure 8. (a) Ratio between the actual and theoretical pure-plane wave time integrated upward EP
fluxes through the bottom level (as a measure of wave reflection, see text for details), for run sets R1
(thick lines) and R2 (thin lines). (b) U (thick lines) and qy (thin lines) before (day 9.9, dashed) and during
the peak deceleration (day 18.9, solid) for the 5-day pulse run of R1. (c) ~Nr

2 (equation (C4), thick lines)
and wave geopotential height phase (thin lines). (d, e) As in Figures 8b and 8c but for a weaker wave
forcing and stronger radiative equilibrium wind (run R3), before (day 11.9, dashed) and during the peak
deceleration (day 20.9, solid). The wave phase lines (in Figures 8c and 8e) are only shown for regions
where the wave amplitude exceeds 100 m.
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enough). Correspondingly, the decrease of wave phase with
height becomes more pronounced (plot e).
[29] The above results suggest that wave reflection does

occur for a short-wave–forcing pulse in the Holton-Mass
model, though in a more limited way than in the observa-
tions. The ratio of lower stratospheric acceleration to upper
stratospheric deceleration is weaker in the model than in
observations. Consistently, a zero wind line always forms
near the region of negative qy, but whether it forms above or
below it depends on the model parameters. While in
observations the effect of qy dominates, in the model U
tends to dominate. Two main shortcomings of the simple
model which might cause this difference are the idealized
thermal damping, and the lack of meridional propagation.
Thermal damping influences the vortex both by directly
accelerating it, and by affecting eddy fluxes. The meridional
convergence of EP fluxes, while not being the leading term
driving the observed high-latitude deceleration/acceleration
pattern, does affect it significantly. In particular, it contrib-
utes significantly, and positively to the observed accelera-
tion at lower levels (e.g. dashed gray line in Figure 2, in
particular plot b). This contribution which enhances lower
level acceleration, is completely lacking in our model. A
weak acceleration results is a smaller decrease in qy, and
thus in ~Nr

2.

5. Discussion

[30] In this work we examine the differences between two
observed types of stratospheric wave-mean flow interaction
events. In the first type of event (REF) the upward propa-
gating wave decelerates the vortex at upper levels only,
which results in the formation of a reflecting surface and
subsequent downward reflection of the remaining wave
activity. In the second type of event (SW), the waves
decelerate the vortex throughout the stratosphere, leading
to a major warming. As shown by PH04, the two types of
events signify two types of stratospheric winter dynamics,
associated with different downward coupling to the tropo-
sphere. This suggests a way in which the stratosphere can
influence the troposphere, by influencing which type of
wave–mean flow dynamics evolves. It also opens way for a
possible positive feedback, if for example, a weak polar
vortex state favors SWevents which further weaken it, and a
strong polar vortex favors REF events, which result in less
wave absorption.
[31] To examine the validity of this hypothesis for obser-

vations, we compare the mean flow, wave fluxes, and
various terms in the momentum budget of these two types
of events, using composite analysis. Rather than support the
hypothesis above, our findings indicate that a main factor
influencing which event will occur is the duration, in time,
of the upward pulse of wave activity entering the strato-
sphere from the troposphere. Short pulses, which shut off,
or significantly weaken, before or just as they start decel-
erating the flow at upper levels, also accelerate the flow at
their trailing edge in the lower stratosphere. As a result the
vertical shear of the mean zonal wind becomes negative,
and a reflecting surface forms which reflects the rest of the
wave pulse back down. On the other hand, long pulses,
which last longer than it takes the waves to reach upper
levels and decelerate the vortex, continue decelerating it at

progressively lower levels, raising the chances for the
occurrence of a sudden warming. Thus long upward pulses
seem to be a necessary ingredient for a SW to occur. A
similar result was found by Zhou et al. [2002], when they
examined what caused some polar warming events to
propagate downward and some not. (Though Zhou et al.
[2002] were not thinking of downward reflection, a com-
parison of their events with ours suggests there is a
connection; out of their 7 downward propagating warming
events, 6 coincide with a SW and 1 with a REF event, while
of their 7 non propagating events, 5 coincide with REF
events, and one encompasses both a SW and REF event.)
Chen and Robinson [1991, 1992] found that shorter pulses
are actually more efficient in ‘‘sending’’ wave activity
upward into the stratosphere, due to the projection onto
higher frequencies (a linear effect). Our results suggest that
the wave–mean flow interaction makes the absorption of
such waves less efficient.
[32] Our results emphasize the importance of determining

the source of variations in upward EP flux through the
troposphere-stratosphere boundary. While this is still an
open question, several studies have indicated that the
stratosphere itself influences the amount of wave activity
entering it from below [e.g., Scott and Polvani, 2004, 2006;
Chen and Robinson, 1992; Esler and Scott, 2005], suggest-
ing an indirect way by which the stratosphere can influence
the troposphere. An examination of long time-lagged com-
posites of zonal mean wind do indeed show persistent and
significant positive high-latitude U anomalies during the
month or two prior to REF events, however, these positive
anomalies are also as strong prior to SW events. Thus our
observational analysis did not indicate any clear way in
which the stratospheric state can affect the upward pulses of
wave activity.
[33] An idealized model of a single zonal wave number,

interacting with a vertically varying mean flow, is able to
capture the confinement of deceleration to the upper strato-
sphere for short-wave pulses. However, the simple model
does not capture the wave geometry evolution very realis-
tically. In particular, unlike the observations, the model is
not able to give pure reflection, in which ~Nr

2 becomes
negative without a zero wind line forming. This may
possibly be due to the lack of meridional wave propagation
in the simple model. In the observations, meridional fluxes
and meridional wave breaking act to reduce upper level
deceleration, while they accelerate the flow in the lower
stratosphere. We note that Giannitsis and Lindzen [2009]
found that wave-wave interactions were important for
capturing the mean flow evolution, but that given the mean
flow evolution, linear wave dynamics were able to capture
the full nonlinear wave evolution well.
[34] To summarize, this study suggests that downward

reflection does not initiate a reduction in the amount of
wave activity being absorbed in the stratosphere. Rather, it
reflects wave activity back down during times when its
source from the troposphere is greatly reduced because of
another process. Thus it is more of a ‘‘symptom’’ than an
active player. Nonetheless, as was shown statistically by
PH03 and PH04, downward reflection of waves influence
the tropospheric circulation by changing the amplitude and
phase of wave 1, and moreover, during reflective winters,
the zonal mean downward influence is shut off. Thus it is
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still important to understand when downward reflection
occurs, and to study its direct and indirect influence on
the troposphere, both on synoptic and longer timescales.

Appendix A: The High-Latitude Vortex
Variability and Its Relation to REF and SW Events

[35] To get a sense of the relation of the variability of the
zonal mean wind structure, and the occurrence of reflective
states (negative U2–10) we calculate a high-latitude EOF
based on the zonal mean winds averaged over 58–74�N
(latitudes used for the definition of U2–10), for all observa-
tional levels between 200–1 hPa (13 levels), using the
extended-winter daily data described above. We use a
cosine latitude weighting, as well as a vertical grid height
weighting (to account for the uneven spacing of the obser-
vations with height). We do not weight the winds by
pressure, since we are interested in the wind structure,
rather than in the momentum or acceleration fields.
Figure A1 shows the vertical structure of the first two
EOFs, which explain 0.83 and 0.14 of the total high-latitude
variance, respectively. The first EOF represents a weakening-
strengthening of the polar vortex at all levels, with largest
amplitude at upper levels (which is consistent with wave
deceleration being stronger higher up due to the density
effect). (The kink at 7 hPa is due to the vertical grid space
weighting (it is not found when such weighting is not done).)
The second EOF peaks between 20–30 hPa, and has a node
between 5–3 hPa so that a negative anomaly at upper levels
corresponds to a positive anomaly in the lower-mid strato-

sphere. We define the EOFs such that they are positive when
the zonal mean wind at 10 hPa is positive, which means that
an upper stratospheric deceleration corresponds to a negative
PC1 and a positive PC2.
[36] The vertical structures of the EOFs suggests sudden

warmings correspond to an anomalously negative PC1,
(Limpasuvan et al. [2004] used an EOF of U(50 hPa) as a
definition of sudden stratospheric warming events. They
found 39 events (during 1958–2001), only 26 of which
were categorized as major sudden warmings, based on the
WMO definition.) while REF events correspond to an
anomalously positive PC2. A closer look at the PC time
series along with the REF and SW event dates (Figure A2)
does indeed support this. We see that the vast majority of
REF events coincide with positive peaks of PC2 (Figure A2,
blue curves and diamonds), while SW events tend to
coincide with negative peaks of PC1 (Figure A2, black
curves and stars).
[37] We calculate the correlations between the two PC

time series and a few wind indices: U2–10 (for REF events),
U(10 hPa, 60�N) and U(58–74, 10 hPa) (for sudden
warmings). The results, shown in Table A1, indicate a high
correlation between PC1 and the sudden warming indices
(0.73 and 0.94) and between PC2 and the reflection index
(�0.79). These correlations are significant even if we
assume only one degree of freedom per year. We also verify
that the high correlations come from intraseasonal, rather
than interannual, timescales, by calculating the yearly EOFs
based on individual winters. We find a very similar structure
of the first two EOFs, with PC1 accounting for most of the

Figure A1. EOFs of the high-latitude (58–74�N) averaged zonal mean wind, using daily data for
1 September to 31 March (January, years of 1979–2002) between 200 and 1 hPa (13 levels, shown by
grid lines). Shown are the first (solid, circles) and second (dashed, diamonds) EOFs calculated using all
years of data. Shading indicates the range of values spanned by the EOFs calculated based on individual
winter data. The EOFs are calculated using an area weighting (cos latitude, and the height spacing
between vertical grid points).
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Figure A2. Daily plots of principal component time series (PC1, solid; PC2, dashed) of the EOFs of
Figure A1, calculated from a singular value decomposition of the entire time series and plotted for each
year individually. The central dates for SW events are marked on PC1 (stars), while the REF events are
marked on PC2 (diamonds), with the REF-SEP events marked by larger diamonds.

Table A1. First Two EOF Statistics: Percent Variance, and the Correlations With U2–10, U(10 hPa, 60 N), and U(10 hPa, 58–74 N) (See

text for details)a

Percentage of Variance
[All Years, Yearly Mean (range)]

Correlations
with U2 – 10

Correlations
with U(10 hPa, 60 N)

Correlations
with U(10 hPa, 58–74 N)

EOF1 83 0.38 0.73 0.94
[83 (69–92)] [0.40 (�0.41–0.84)] [0.71 (0.49–0.90)] [0.94 (0.90–0.98)]

EOF2 14 �0.79 0.20 0.31
[14 (6–27)] [�0.76 (�0.97 – �0.54)] [0.10 (�0.34 – 0.60)] [0.22(�0.07 – 0.37)]

aEOFs are calculated using daily data from 1 September to 31 March, both using the entire data set, and using individual years. Results are presented as
follows: (top) full data EOFs; (bottom in squared brackets) mean (min-max) of yearly EOFs.
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variance and PC2 also accounting for a significant part. The
results, along with correlation values, are also shown in
Table A1.
[38] The above analysis indicates that two types of

events, REF and SW, describe a large part of the high-
latitude vortex variability. Indeed, a closer look at Figure A2
suggests that a large part of the negative PC1 events are
accounted for by a SW event while many of the larger PC2
peaks are accounted for by a REF event. (If we define our
REF events using a 1 standard deviation threshold (rather
than 2), most of the positive PC2 peaks coincide with a REF
event.) The REF and SW events obviously do not account
for the opposite phases of the PCs, namely, a positive PC1,
which corresponds to an overall vortex intensification [e.g.,
Limpasuvan et al., 2005], and a negative PC2, which
corresponds to a lower-mid stratospheric deceleration
(Abatzoglou and Magnusdottir [2007] distinguished be-
tween upper level and lower mid-level wave breaking
events). Note that while the entire 24-year PC1 and PC2
time series are not correlated (as should be in an EOF
analysis), there can be nonzero correlations for individual
years (as appears to be the case in Figure A2). The yearly
EOF analysis yields yearly uncorrelated PC1 and PC2,
but the time series do not correspond to REF and SW
events as nicely, during some years. To gain more
confidence in our analysis, we repeated it using shorter
and longer time periods (winters with January 1991–2002
and 1958–2002). The resulting EOF structures as well as
PC time series were similar to the analysis presented here
(1979–2002).

Appendix B: The Holton-Mass Model

[39] Our model consists of solving a wave equation and a
zonal mean equation, with the meridional structure of all
fields projected onto sines and cosines, and truncated to a
single meridional wave number (the channel width is half a
meridional wave number). The setup is quite standard, and
the reader is referred to the study by Holton and Mass
[1976] (see also the study by Plumb and Semeniuk [2003])
for general details.
[40] Our channel is centered at 60�N, is about 10,000 km

wide (equivalent to 90� latitude), the density-scale height is
7 km, the bottom model level is at 12.5 km (forcing is
specified at 10 km) and the vertical grid is 2.5 km. The
top is at 120 km (44 vertical grid points). Though our top lid
is at 120 km, well within the large damping region, we also
verified that we are not seeing downward reflection from the
lid, by raising it to 240 km. This did not affect the results.
The time step is 0.1 days, and we use a third-order Adams
Bashford scheme for the time integration. The Brunt Vaisala
frequency is 4 � 10�4 sec�2 at all levels. We initiate the
model with the zonally symmetric radiative equilibrium
state (Ue, shown in Figure 6a), to which we relax the model
with a timescale ranging from 5 days at upper levels, to
25 days at lower levels (also shown in Figure 6a). We keep
the vertical shear at the top level equal to the radiative
equilibrium value (which is zero in our runs), and keep the
wind at the forcing level (10 km) constant with time. We
specify the wave amplitude to be zero at the top level. At the
bottom, we assume a constant phase (a stationary wave) and
zonal wave number 1, and specify the wave amplitude to be

zero at all times, except for a time period of p/(t), during
which it is a sin2:

Fbot 5 < t < t þ 5ð Þð Þ ¼ Fo sin
2 t � 5ð Þ * p

t

� �

where t and t are in days. In our run series, we vary t
between 5–75 days in jumps of 10 days. In run series R1 we
use Fo = 400 m, while in run series R2 Fbot varies
between 404–104 m to keep

R
Fbot
2 dt at a fixed value. In run

R3, we half Fbot, and increase the lowest level Ure from
10 to 20 m/s. We also ran the model with double vertical
resolution, and with zonal wave number 2 and the results
are similar.

Appendix C: The Index of Refraction and
Vertical Wave Number Diagnostics

[41] The index of refraction relevant to the observations,
for a stationary wave of zonal wave number s is:

N2
ref ¼

aq8

U
� s2

cos2 8
þ a2f 2F N2

� �
ðC1Þ

where 8 is latitude, a and f the earth’s radius and Coriolis
parameter, respectively, and F(N2) is a function of the Brunt
Viasala frequency N2, the exact form of which is given in
the study by Harnik and Lindzen [2001].
[42] Nref

2 is directly related to wave propagation in the
meridional-height plane, through the QG wave equation:

a2f 2

N2

@2f
@z2

þ f

cos8

@

@8
cos8

@

@8

f
f

� �� �
þ N2

ref ¼ damping ðC2Þ

where z is log pressure height, and f is the wave
geopotential stream function, which is related to the actual

wave geopotential height field F as follows: F = fei(sl)
ffiffiffi
N
r

q
,

where r is density and l is longitude. The first two terms on
the left hand side of equation (C2) represent vertical and
meridional propagation, respectively. To relate the varia-
tions in the index of refraction to changes in wave structure,
it is often necessary to separate the effects of the index of
refraction on propagation in the vertical and meridional
directions. This can be done diagnostically by dividing

equation (C2) by a2f 2

N2 f, and taking the real part. The first

term on the left hand side yields the vertical wave number
squared m(z)

2 :

m2
zð Þ ¼ �Re

@2f
@z2

f

0
BB@

1
CCA ðC3Þ

[43] Correspondingly, the second term on the left hand
side of equation (C2) yields a meridional wave number. To
calculate m(z)

2 for a given observed mean flow, we solve
equation (C2) for f, using the observed zonal mean U, 1

a
q8,

and N2 fields, forced by a constant f at the bottom level,
and plug in equation (C3). For numerical purposes, we
interpolate the observed fields to higher resolution, and
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extend them vertically (to 105 km in this case), by keeping
the fields constant. Extensive testing of the m(z)

2 diagnostic
shows that the main features are not sensitive to this
interpolation/extrapolation. Details of the calculation are
found in the study by Harnik and Lindzen [2001].
[44] In the Holton-Mass model, the meridional direction

is separable from the vertical one, and it is commonly
included in the definition of the refraction index, in a way
similar to the zonal wave number contribution. For the
Cartesian-coordinate b-plane model of Holton-Mass, this
yields:

~N
2

r ¼
N2

f 2o

qy

gU
� k2 � l2 � f 2o

4H2N2

� �
ðC4Þ

where qy = b + gQy, and g = 8
3p is a meridional structure

factor (from the projection of sin2 onto sin). We see that ~Nr
2

is similar to Nref
2 , except for an additional l2 term. This term

corresponds to the meridional propagation term in
equation (C2) (second term on left hand). By including it
in the definition of Nref

2 , we essentially get the 1-D version
of m(z)

2 . Like m(z)
2 , a positive ~Nr

2 indicates vertical wave
propagation, while a negative ~Nr

2 indicates vertical wave
evanescence. Separating these regions are either a turning
surface (~Nr

2 = 0) which reflects waves or by a critical surface
(U = 0, ~Nr

2 ! ±1).
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